7th Grade
Summer Reading Project 2020

Sketchable Quotes

What you need:
- A summer reading book of your choice from the list
- Post-its
- White 8x11 paper
- Drawing tools (colored pencils)

Step 1: Find and flag quotes

As you read your book, look for quotes from your story that do the following:

- Describe a character
- Explain important events from the story
- Use powerful words to help you imagine the story in your mind

When you find one of these quotes, flag it (write the quote and page number on the post-it). Collect a minimum of 9 quotes. Find examples from the beginning, middle, and end of the story.

Step 2: Sketch

For each quote you will create a picture or sketch, with the quote in the center of the page. Your picture or sketch will go around the quote and can be one of the following:

- An image (drawing/illustration of what the quote is describing)
- A symbol — an item or group of items that connect with the person or event
- An actual scene from the story illustrating what is happening at that point in the story

When you return in September bring your post-its and sketch pages!